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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe notion of discrepancy was introduced by Erdos and Turan 4, 5 inÍ Â
order to obtain a quantitative measurement on the rate of weak conver-
gence of measures defined on an interval. This notion has been general-
ized by many authors in different directions and has been applied to
 w xdifferent problems in number theory and approximation theory cf. 3 and
. references therein . A typical application as well the original setting in
.which the problem was studied by Erdos and Turan is the following. OneÍ Â
 4has a sequence of polynomials P ,n
n
P x s x y x , 1.1 .  .  .n k , n
ks1
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w xall of whose zeros lie on y1, 1 . We define a sequence of probability
measures n by the formulan
1
 4n B [ k : x g B 1.2 .  .n k , nn
w xfor every Borel measurable subset B of y1, 1 . The Helly selection
principle implies that this sequence of measures has a weakly convergent
subsequence. In many cases of interest, such as when the polynomials are
w xorthogonal polynomials on y1, 1 with respect to a suitable weight func-
tion, the entire sequence converges and the limit measure is the arcsine
distribution defined by
1 dx
n* B [ 1.3 .  .H 2’p B 1 y x
w xfor all Borel subsets B of y1, 1 . The Erdos]Turan discrepancy theoremÍ Â
w xstates that for any subinterval I of y1, 1 , and any integer n G 1,
log An
n I y n* I F c , 1.4 .  .  .(n n
where the A are positive numbers satisfyingn
nA G 2 max P x 1.5 .  .n n
w xxg y1, 1
and c ) 0 is an absolute constant, independent of the interval I and the
 4sequence of polynomials P .n
In many important examples, all the polynomials have simple zeros.
w xUnder additional hypotheses on the polynomials, Blatt 2 obtained a
 .sharpened version of the estimate 1.4 . His result can be formulated as
follows.
THEOREM 1.1. Let n G 1 be an integer and P be a monic polynomial of
w x  .degree n with simple zeros x on y1, 1 such that in addition to 1.5 , also thei
following estimate is satisfied with appropriately chosen B ,n
n y12 P9 x G B . 1.6 .  .i n
 .  .Let n be the measure associated with P as in 1.2 and n* be as in 1.3 .n
Then, with
C [ max A , B , n , .n n n
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w xwe ha¨e, for e¨ery subinter¨ al I of y1, 1 ,
log Cn
n I y n* I F c log n , 1.7 .  .  .n n
where c ) 0 is a constant independent of n, P, and I.
In most of the applications of this theorem, one obtains an upper bound
2 . .  .  .’of O log n rn in 1.7 in contrast to the upper bound O log nrn
 . w xgiven by 1.4 for the same polynomials. In 15 , Totik has obtained even
 .sharper estimates than 1.7 , and has proved that his estimates are the best
possible. In many interesting examples, such as the orthogonal polynomials
w xon y1, 1 with respect to different weight functions, the estimates ob-
 .tained by Totik agree with the estimates given by 1.7 .
During their investigations in the theory of weighted polynomial approx-
w ximation on the whole real line, Mhaskar and Saff 11, 12 have shown that
under certain conditions on the behavior of the weighted norms of polyno-
mials P on R, the measures associated with certain scaled zeros of thesen
polynomials converge to an ``equilibrium measure'' depending upon the
weight function. The analogue of the Erdos]Turan theorem for some ofÍ Â
w xthese weights was studied in 8 . The objective of this paper is to improve
w xand generalize the results in 8 . We will study more general weight
w xfunctions than those studied in 8 , and under additional hypotheses,
similar to those of Blatt's theorem, obtain sharper bounds than those in
w x8 .
In the next section, we review the relevant results concerning weighted
polynomial approximation and state our main theorems. The proofs of the
new results in Section 2 are given in Section 3.
2. WEIGHTED POLYNOMIALS
The problem of approximating functions defined on the whole real line
by weighted polynomials i.e., polynomials multiplied by a suitable weight
.function can be traced to S. N. Bernstein. Much of the research until the
1970s was concerned about the problem of determining the conditions on
the weight function which guarantee that such an approximation is possi-
 w x .ble at all. See 1, 7, 16 for surveys of these results. In the 1970s, G. Freud
started an investigation of the degree of approximation by weighted
polynomials, under not necessarily the weakest conditions possible on the
weight function, but nevertheless including many interesting weight func-
 .   ..tions. He considered the weight functions of the form w x [ exp yQ xQ
and obtained many important results under various conditions on Q. The
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prototypical weight functions for which these results were proved were
 < < a .exp y x where, in Freud's work, a was typically greater than or equal
to 2. In later years, various other mathematicians including Ditzian,
Lubinsky, Mhaskar, Nevai, Saff, Totik, and others extended this theory for
other values of a . The most complete theory is now known for the weights
w xwhen a ) 1. The book 9 explains many of these theorems.
One of the important developments in this theory was the following
Theorem 2.1. The theorem was proved in various forms in various papers
w x w x6, 11, 13 . In 6 , it is stated in almost the following form. An elementary
w xand self-contained proof can be found in 9 .
THEOREM 2.1. Let Q be e¨en, continuous on R, and differentiable on
 .  .  .  .0, ` . Let Q9 x G 0 for x g 0, ` and for some r ) 1, Q9 c cos u g
rw x  .  .L 0, p for all c ) 0. Further assume that xQ9 x is increasing on 0, ` and
 .lim xQ9 x s `. Let n G 1 be an integer and for each y ) 0, the numberx ª`
a be defined by the formulay
2 a tQ9 a t .1 y y
dt s y. 2.1 .H 2’p 0 1 y t
w xWe define, for x g y1, 1 ,
22 1 y x a Q9 a t y a Q9 a x .  .1 n n n nUm x [ PV dt , 2.2 .  .(Hn 2 2 2 2p 1 y t n t y x .0
where the symbol PV means that the integral is taken in the principal ¨alue
sense.
 .a We ha¨e
1U Um x ) 0, x g y1, 1 , m t dt s 1. 2.3 .  .  .  .Hn n
y1
With
2 Q a t .1 nUF [ log 1r2 y dt , 2.4 .  .Hn 2’np 0 1 y t
we ha¨e
Q a x .1 nU U< < w xlog x y t m t dt s q F , x g y1, 1 . 2.5 .  .H n nny1
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Further,
Q a x .1 nU U< < w xlog x y t m t dt - q F , x g R _ y1, 1 . 2.6 .  .H n nny1
 .  .b If P is a polynomial of degree not exceeding n, w x [Q
  ..exp yQ x and
w xP x w x F 1, x g ya , a , .  .Q n n
then
1 U U< < w xlog P a z F n log z y t m t dt y nF , z g C _ ya , a . .  .Hn n n n n
y1
2.7 .
In particular,
w xP x w x - 1, x g R _ ya , a . 2.8 .  .  .Q n n
 . w xThus, the supremum norm of w P on R can only be attained on ya , a .Q n n
We observe that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied by the
 < < a .prototypical Freud weights exp y x for all a ) 0. The importance of
 .Theorem 2.1 lies in the fact that part b of this theorem can often be used
to reduce the problem of weighted polynomial approximation on R to a
w xseries of problems of approximation on the compact interval y1, 1 with
variable weights. The measure lU , defined byn
lU B [ mU t dt 2.9 .  .  .Hn n
B
for all Borel subsets B of R, plays the same role of the equilibrium
w x yn n FUnmeasure as does the measure n* on y1, 1 . The quantities a e serven
the role of the capacity 1r2 of this interval. In particular, we have the
following Theorem 2.2. In the statement of this theorem and elsewhere in
the sequel, we assume that w is a weight function as in Theorem 2.1. If fQ
is a Lebesgue measurable function and A : R is Lebesgue measurable, we
write
1rpp¡ H f t dt , 0 - p - `, . .A~5 5f [ 2.10 .p , A ¢ess sup f t , p s `. .t g A
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5 5 5 5If A s R, we omit the mention of A in the notation; thus, f s f .` `, R
The class of all polynomials of degree at most n will be denoted by P . Ifn
 .  .P g P and x , k s 1, . . . , m are its zeros then the measure n P [ n Pn k n
is defined for all Borel sets B : C by
1
n P B [ n P [ k : x ra g B . 4 .  .  .  .n k nm
 .We observe that n P denotes the proportion of the zeros of P after
scaling by a . In the above definition, we assume only that P g P . If then n
exact degree of P is not n then m - n. Nevertheless, the scaling is done
 4by a . A sequence of signed measures s is said to converge to zero if forn n
every compactly supported continuous function f on C, we have
lim f ds s 0.H n
nª`
The symbols c, c , ??? will denote positive constants depending only on the1
weight function and other fixed parameters such as the norm. Their values
may be different at different occurrences, even within the same formula.
The following theorem was proved in various forms under various
w x w xconditions in 11, 12 . In the form given below, it appears in 9 .
 4THEOREM 2.2. Suppose L is a subsequence of integers and P is an ng L
 .sequence of monic polynomials with degree P s n, n g L, satisfying then
condition
eyF
U
n
1r n5 5lim sup w P F 1. 2.11 .`Q nanª` , ngL n
  . U4Then the sequence of signed measures n P y l con¨erges to zero.n n ng L
We observe that the zeros of the polynomials in Theorem 2.2 may be
complex. In many important applications, notably for the sequence of
orthogonal polynomials on R with respect to w2 , they are real and simple.Q
Our primary objective in this paper is to prove the following theorem,
analogous to Blatt's Theorem 1.1.
THEOREM 2.3. Let n G 1 be an integer, P g P be monic, and ha¨en
 4nsimple zeros x . Further assume that the function Q satisfies, in additionk ks1
 xto the conditions of Theorem 2.1, the following conditions. For some r g 0, 1 ,
r  .  .the function x Q9 x is increasing on 0, ` and
Q9 2 x F cQ9 x . 2.12 .  .  .
Let
eyn F
U
n
5 5A G w P , 2.13 .`n Qnan
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and
yn FUne
y1B F w x P9 x , k s 1, . . . , n. 2.14 .  .  .n Q k kny1an
Further assume that there exists a constant K G 1 such that all the zeros of P
w x  .are in the inter¨ al yKa , Ka . Then, with C [ max A , B , n , we ha¨en n n n n
for all compact subinter¨ als I of R,
log C nnUn P I y l I F c log , 2.15 .  .  .  .n  /n log Cn
where c is a positi¨ e constant depending only on Q and K.
We note again that the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are also valid for all
 < < a .the prototypical Freud weights exp y x , a ) 0. The proof of Theorem
2.3 will depend upon a very general discrepancy theorem Theorem 3.1
.below . As a further application of this general theorem, we study the
distribution of the zeros of certain extremal polynomials. For p G 1 and
integer n G 1 we define
nE [ inf w x x y P x . 2.16 .  .  . .n , p , Q Q p
PgPny1
If p ) 1 then there exists a unique polynomial
T x [ x n q ??? e P 2.17 .  .n , p , Q n
such that
5 5E s w T . 2.18 .pn , p , Q Q n , p , Q
We note that T is the monic orthogonal polynomial of degree n withn, 2, Q
respect to w2 . The zeros of T are all located in an interval of the formQ n, p, Q
w x w xyKa , Ka 6, 11, 12 . Hence, using further estimates on the derivativesn n
of the polynomials, we obtain the following discrepancy theorem concern-
ing the zeros of these polynomials.
THEOREM 2.4. Let 1 - p F ` and Q satisfy the conditions of Theorem
 2 .1r p  .2.3. If 1 - p - 2 then we assume also that 1 q x Q x satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 2.3. Then for e¨ery integer n G 1 and compact
subinter¨ al I of R,
2log n .
Un T I y l I F c , 2.19 .  .  . .n , p , Q n n
where c is a positi¨ e constant depending on Q and p alone, but not on n.
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 . < < a w xIf Q x s x , a ) 0, then it can be shown 10 that the formulas for
a , FU , and mU can be substantially simplified. Withn n n
1raay22 G ar2 .
b [ , 2.20 .a  5G a .
we have
a s b n1r a , FU s log 1r2 y 1ra , n s 1, 2, . . . , 2.21 .  .n a n
and
a y ay11U < <m t [ dy , t F 1. 2.22 .  .Hn 2 2p < <t ’y y t
In particular, FU and mU are really independent of n. In this case, then n
 . n .  .  < < a .function w a x assumes the form W x where W x [ exp y b x .Q n a a a
yn  .The monic polynomials a T a x are then the extremal polynomialsn n, p, Q n
 .  . ndefined analogously to 2.16 and 2.17 , but with the variable weights W .a
Mhaskar and Saff have studied a generalization of this case when the
w xweight W is replaced by a general weight W 11, 12 . An advantage of thisa
approach is that the limiting measure mU and the quantity FU aren n
independent of n and certain technical details are easier. The discrepancy
w xtheorems in 8 are obtained for weights of this form. Our theorems can
also be applied in this case. The ideas involved are almost the same and no
deeper techniques are required. Therefore, we will not discuss this further,
except to note that for the extremal polynomials for the prototypical Freud
w xweights, when the results of 8 and the results of this paper as stated are
 .both applicable, 2.19 gives a sharper bound.
3. PROOFS
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is an application of a very general theorem
w xwhich we proved in 3 . Therefore, we first describe this theorem.
 . 1qLet E be a Jordan arc or closed Jordan curve of the class C ; i.e., the
arc E is rectifiable and the first derivatives of the coordinates with respect
to the arclength satisfy a Holder condition with some positive exponent.È
Let F denote the conformal mapping of the unbounded component V of
 4  .C j ` _ E onto the exterior of the unit circle including ` , such that
 .  .F ` s ` and F9 ` ) 0. For any a ) 1, we write
G [ z g C: F z s a . 3.1 4 .  .a
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Next, if s is a signed Borel measure on E, we define its potential by the
formula
< <U s , z [ log z y t ds t 3.2 .  .  .H
w xwhenever the integral is well defined. Our general theorem in 3 can now
be stated as follows.
 . 1q qTHEOREM 3.1. Let E be a Jordan cur¨ e or arc of class C , s \ s y
sy be a signed Borel measure on E with positi¨ e part sq, negati¨ e part sy,
q . y .and s E s s E s 1. Moreo¨er, let M ) 0, 0 - g - 1 be constants
such that for all subarcs J of E,
g
qs J F M ds 3.3 .  .H /J
and we assume that there is an upper bound
e a G max U s , z , a ) 1. 3.4 .  .  .
zgGa
Then there exists a constant c ) 0, depending only on E, M, and g such that
for e¨ery subarc J of E,
s J F ce a log 1re a 3.5 .  .  .  . .
 .1q1rg  .for a with a F 1 q e a and e a - 1re.
In the current context, Theorem 3.1 will be applied in the following
form.
PROPOSITION 3.2. We assume the conditions and notations as in Theorem
2.3. Let
2 2 y3’L [ z g C: z q z y K F K 1 q n , 3.6 .  . 5n
where the principal branch of the square root is chosen. If
log CnUU n P y l , z F c , z g L 3.7 .  . .n nn
 . w xthen 2.15 holds for all subinter¨ als I of yK, K .
w x Proof. We wish to apply Theorem 3.1 with E s yK, K , a s 1 q
y3 .  . y U q  .n , n P in place of s , and l in place of s . The condition 3.7 is then
 . y3  .  .condition 3.4 with a s 1 q n , e a s c log C rn . We will verify thatn
 .3.3 is satisfied with constants independent of n. Towards this end, we
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 . w xwrite in this proof only for f g yp , p ,
Q a cos f .nU U< <m8 f [ m cos f sin f , R f [ q F , 3.8 .  .  .  .n nn
w x  .and for Borel subsets B of yp , p or equivalently of the unit circle ,
l8 B [ m8 f df . 3.9 .  .  .H
B
w xIt is shown in 9, Proof of Theorem 6.1.4 that
1 1 Äm8 s y R9,
p p
Ä rw xwhere R9 is the conjugate function of R9. Since R9 g L yp , p with
w xr ) 1, we may use a theorem of M. Riesz 17, Theorem VII.2.4 to obtain
r
p p1 r
m8 f y df F c R9 f df .  .H H
pyp yp
r
p a Q9 a cos f .n ns c df .H n0
 .  .Using 2.12 and the definition 2.1 for a , it is easy to see thatn
a Q9 a F cn. .n n
Therefore,
r
p 1
m8 f y df F c .H
pyp
and hence, for any subarc I of the unit circle,
< <1y1r rl8 I s m8 f df F c I . 3.10 .  .  .H
I
In view of the easily verified inequalities
2 < <c b y a F cos a y cos b F c b y a , 0 F a F b F p , 3.11 .  .  .1
 . w xwe obtain an estimate of the form 3.3 for any subinterval J of yK, K ,
 .  .where M is a constant independent of n, and g s r y 1 r 2 r . Further,
with a s 1 q ny3 and
log Cn
e a s c , .
n
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 .1q1rg  .it is now easily verified that the conditions a F 1 q e a and e a
- 1re are both satisfied for sufficiently large values of n. The estimate
 .3.7 now follows from Theorem 3.1.
 .It is not difficult to see that the condition 2.13 together with Theorem
 .2.1 b implies that
log AnUU n P y l , z F , z g C. 3.12 .  . .n n
 .Therefore, we need to prove the lower bound needed in 3.7 . Towards this
end, we prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.3. There exists a monic polynomial TU g P such thatn ny1
1 Q a x log n .nU U w xlog T x F q F q c , x g y1, 1 3.13 .  .n nn n n
w xand, for z g C _ y1, 1 ,
< <1 c 1 q z c .
U Ulog T z G U l , z y log y , 3.14 .  .  .n n 8 /n n d z n d z .  .
 . w xwhere d z denotes the distance of z from the inter¨ al y1, 1 .
Proof. We introduce some notation for use within this proof only. If f
and g are 2p-periodic and integrable, the convolution of f and g is
defined by
p
f ) g u [ f u y f g f df . 3.15 .  .  .  .H
yp
We recall that if f , g, and h are 2p-periodic and integrable then
f ) g s g ) f , f ) g ) h s f ) g ) h . 3.16 .  .  .
Next, we write
Um8 u [ m u sin u , L u s log 2 sin ur2 , 3.17 .  .  .  .  .n
and for integer N G 1,
4sin Nur2 .
J u [ A , 3.18 .  .N N  /sin ur2 .
p  . r  .where A is chosen so that H J u du s 1. Recalling that x Q9 x isN yp N
 .increasing on 0, ` , we will choose N to be the smallest integer greater
3 Bq2  .y1 8than n where B [ 1 y r q 2. In particular, we note that N G n .
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One of the important properties of J which we will use in this proof isN
that for any continuously differentiable 2p-periodic function g, one has
w x14
c
X5 5 5 5J ) g y g F g . 3.19 .` , wyp , p x ` , wyp , p xN N
The function J )m8 is an even function, and hence, there exists aN
function f such that
f cos u [ J )m8 u . 3.20 .  .  .  .N
w x w xIt is not difficult to see that f : y1, 1 ª 0, cN and
f t .1
dt s 1. 3.21 .H 2’y1 1 y t
w x UTherefore, Lemma 6.3.2 of 9 gives a monic polynomial T* [ T g Pn ny1
such that
1 f t log n .1
< < w xlog T* x F log x y t dt q c , x g y1, 1 . H 2’n ny1 1 y t
w xand, for z g C _ y1, 1 ,
< <1 f t c 1 q z .  .1
< <log T* z G log z y t dt y log . 3.22 .  .H 2  /’n n d z .y1 1 y t
w x  .It is proved in 9, Lemma 6.3.3 that T* actually satisfies 3.13 . In order to
 .prove that it satisfies 3.14 , we will estimate the difference between the
2’ .  .  .integrals appearing in 3.22 and 3.14 . Writing w [ 1r z q z y 1 s
iu  .  . < if <se 0 - s - 1 and L f [ log 1 y se , it is an elementary calculations
w xto verify 9, Lemma 6.2.2 that
f t .1 1 U< < < <log z y t dt y log z y t m t dt .H H n2’y1 y11 y t
p
if< <s log w y e J )m8 f y m8 f df .  . .H N
yp
s L ) J )m8 y m8 u .  .s N
s J ) L )m8 y L )m8 u . 3.23 .  .  . .N s s
From
dL ys sin fs s ,2df 1 q s y 2 s cos f
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we see that L )m8 is a continuously differentiable function and, fors
w xf g yp , p ,
ps 2 s
XL )m8 9 f F L )m8 f F m8 u du s . .  .  .  .  .Hs s 2 2
yp1 y s 1 y s .  .
It is geometrically evident, and can be verified rigorously but easily, that
21 1 y s .y1d z G s q s y 1 s . .  .
2 2 s
w xThus, for f g yp , p ,
L )m8 9 f F 1rd z . .  .  .s
 .  .In view of 3.23 and 3.19 , this leads to
f t c .1 1 U< < < <log z y t dt y log z y t m t dt F . 3.24 .  .H H n2’ Nd z .y1 y11 y t
8  .  .  .Since N G n , the estimate 3.14 now follows from 3.22 and 3.24 .
 .  .We observe that 3.13 and Theorem 2.1 b lead to the estimate
UU n F cnw a y T y F e n , y g R. 3.25 .  .  .Q n n
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.3.
  ..Proof of Theorem 2.3. As pointed out earlier cf. 3.14 , it is enough to
  . U .obtain a lower bound on U n P y l , z when z g L , where L isn n n
 .  . yn  .defined in 3.6 . In this proof, we write R x [ a P a x . Then R is an n
w xmonic polynomial with simple zeros y s x ra on the interval yK, K .k k n
 .The measure n P \ n is then the measure that associates the mass 1rn
 .with each of the zeros of R. Moreover, from 2.14 , we get
Uy1 n Fnw a y R9 y G B e . 3.26 .  .  .Q n k k n
We write the polynomial TU of Lemma 3.3 using the Lagrange interpola-n
 .  .tion formula at zeros of R and use 3.25 and 3.26 to obtain for z g L ,n
Un R z T y .  .n kUT z s . n R9 y z y y .  .k kks1
U Uc yn FnF c n B e R z max w a y T y .  .  .1 n Q n k k
1FkFn
cF c n B R z . .1 n
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This leads to
1 log n q log BnUlog T z y U n P , z F c . 3.27 .  .  . .nn n
 . w x y6Since d z , being the distance of z from y1, 1 is at least cn , we get
 .from 3.14 that
log CnUU l y n P , z F c , z g L ; . .n nn
i.e.,
log CnUU n P y l , z G yc , z g L . . .n nn
 .  .Along with 3.12 , this gives 3.7 . In view of Proposition 3.2, the proof is
now complete.
In order to prove Theorem 2.4, we first recall some facts.
LEMMA 3.4. For any polynomial P g P , and 1 F p, s F `, we ha¨en
5 5 2 <1r py1r s < 5 5w P F cn w P , 3.28 .p sQ Q
and
5 5 5 5w P F c w P , 3.29 .p p , wyca , ca xQ 1 Q n n
where c, c are positi¨ e constants depending on Q alone.1
 . wThe estimate 3.28 is known as a Nikolskii-type inequality 6, Lemma
x  . w x7.3, p. 53 . In formula 7.15 of 6 , there is a printing mistake. That
formula should read
< <lim Q x rlog x s `. .
< <x ª`
w xAlso, in 6 , it is stated only in the case when p s `, but knowing such
 w x.bounds, it is a by-now standard procedure cf. 10 to derive bounds of the
 .  .form 3.28 . The estimate 3.29 , known as the finite-infinite-range inequal-
w xity appears in 6 under slightly stronger conditions, but can be proved
 w xunder the weaker hypothesis here cf. 9, Theorem 6.2.4 ; the condition
 . .2.12 forces a ; a .2 n n
We write
P [ Ey1 T , 3.30 .n , p n , p , Q n , p , Q
and, for 1 - p - `,
< < py2 pW [ P w . 3.31 .n , p n , p Q
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For 1 - p - ` all moments of W are finite, and hence, there exists an, p
system of orthonormal polynomials
n
mp x s g x q ??? s g x y z g P 3.32 .  .  .Ã m m m k , m m
ks1
such that
1, if k s m ,p t p t W t dt s 3.33 .  .  .  .Ã ÃH m k n , p  0, if k / m.
It is then well known that P s p . We writeÃn, p n
y1my1
2Ãl s p z . 3.34 .  .Ãk , m j k , m /js0
The next lemma provides some estimates on g rg .ny1 n
LEMMA 3.5. We ha¨e
gny1 F ca . 3.35 .ngn
w xProof. If p G 2, we may follow the argument in 6, p. 62 to arrive at
 .3.35 . The conditions there are more restrictive than what is assumed here
but the estimates work also under the assumptions of Theorem 2.4. We
will almost reproduce the argument for the more difficult case 1 - p - 2.
Using Holder's inequality in the equationÈ
gny1 s xp x p x W x dx , .  .  .Ã ÃH ny1 n n , pgn
 .and the orthogonality relation 3.33 , we obtain
1r2gny1 p2 p< <F x P x w x dx . 3.36 .  .  .H n , p Q /gn
Let a be the quantity defined byÃy
Ã2 a tQ9 a tÃ Ã .1 y y
dt s y , 3.37 .H 2’p 0 1 y t
Ã 2 .  .  .  .where Q t [ Q t y 1rp log 1 q t . Moreover, let q , q be the solu-Ãy y
tions of the equations
Ãq Q9 q s q Q9 q s y. 3.38 .  .Ã Ã .y y y y
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Using the assumptions of Theorem 2.4, it is not difficult to verify that
q ; q ; a ; a , 3.39 .Ã Ãy y y y
Ã .where A ; B means cA F B F c A. Therefore, using 3.29 with Q and1
a in place of Q and a , we getÃn n
pp2 p< <x P x w x F P x w x dx .  .  .  .ÃH Hn , p Q n , p Q
p
F c P x w x dx .  .ÃH1 n , p Q
w xyca , caÃ Ãn n
p2F ca P x w x dx .  .Ã Hn n , p Q
F ca2 .n
 .  .We substitute this estimate into 3.36 to obtain 3.35 .
With this preparation, we can now prove Theorem 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let x be the zeros of T . We first provek , n, p n, p, Q
that
< <x F ca , k s 1, . . . , n. 3.40 .k , n , p n
 .This proof is almost the same, but easier than the proof of Theorem 8.1 b
w xof 6, p. 53 . Thus, let a and b be chosen to be the constants c and c of1
 .3.29 , respectively. We may assume that b ) 1r2. If X denotes then
 .largest positive zero of T and X ) 2 2b y 1 a a , then we considern, p, Q n n
the rational function
x y a an
r x [ .
x y Xn
w x <  . < <  . <  .and observe that for x g ya a , a a , r x F r ya a F 1r 2b .n n n
 .  .  .Hence, with S x s r x T x , we see that S is a monic polynomial inn, p, Q
P andn
5 5 5 5 5 5w S F b w S F 1r2 w T . .p p , wya a , a a x pQ Q Q n , p , Qn n
This contradiction shows that X F ca . Since Q is even, the smallestn n
 .negative zero of T is yX and hence 3.40 is proved.n, p, Q n
w xNext, we recall 9, Theorem 6.3.4 that
1 log n
Ulog E y log a y F F c .n , ` , Q n nn n
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 . Using 3.28 , it is not difficult to conclude as in the proof of Theorem
w x.6.3.4 of 9 that
1 log n
U5 5log T y log a y F F c .`n , p , Q n nn n
 . cThus, 2.13 is satisfied with P s T and A s n . Therefore, as in then, p, Q n
 .proof of Theorem 2.3, we get an upper bound of O log nrn for
  . U .U n T y l , z for z g L .n, p, Q n n
Next, we verify the lower bound. During the remainder of this proof, we
will denote x by x . First, let 2Fp-`. Using the Christoffel]k , n, p k
Darboux formula, we get
1 gny1 Ãs l p x . .ÃX k , n ny1 kp x g .Ãn k n
Writing
T z [ anTU a z , 3.41 .  .  .n n n
where TU is the polynomial given by Lemma 3.3, we obtain by Schwarz'sn
inequality, Lemma 3.5, and the quadrature formula that for k s 1, . . . , n
2 n nT x .k 2 22 Ã ÃF ca l T x l p x .  .Ã X n k , n k k , n ny1 k 5  5p x .Ãn k ks1 ks1
F ca2 T 2 t W t dt. 3.42 .  .  .Hn n , p
 .  .Now, 3.13 and Theorem 2.1 b show that
5 5 c yn F
U
nw T F c n e 3.43 .`Q 1
 .and hence, 3.29 implies that
5 5 c yn F
U
nw T F c n e . 3.44 .pQ 1
 .Therefore, using Holder's inequality with pr2 and pr p y 2 ,È
py22 2 2T t W t dt s T t w t P t w t dt .  .  .  .  .  .H Hn , p Q n , p Q
5 5 2 c y2 n F
U
nF w T F c n e .pQ 1
Hence, for 2 F p - `, we have proved that
T x . Uk c yn FnF cn e , k s 1, . . . , n. 3.45 .Xp x .Ãn k
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The constants involved here depend only on Q and not on p. Therefore,
 .letting p ª `, we obtain 3.45 also for p s `. Next, if 1 - p - 2, we
write
T x .k
M [ max . 3.46 .Xn p x1FkFn  .Ãn k
 .The estimate 3.42 continues to hold. Since 1 - p - 2, we obtain using
the Lagrange interpolation formula that
2yp 2ypnT x T x 1 .  .kF  X 2ypp x p x < < .  .Ã Ã x y xn n kks1 k
n 1
2ypF M .n 2yp< <x y xks1 k
Hence,
2yp
T t .p2T t W t dt s T t w t dt .  .  .  .H Hn , p Q p t .Ãn
p
n T t w t .  .Q2ypF M dt. 3.47 . Hn 2yp< <t y xks1 k
 .  .  .Now, using 3.40 , 3.44 , and 3.43 , we get for each k, 1 F k F n,
p p
T t w t T t w t .  .  .  .Q Q
dt s q dtH H H2yp 2yp 5< < < << < < <t y x t y xx Gca x Fcan nk k
c dtp1 p5 5F T t w t dt q w T .  .H `HQ Q2yp 2ypa < << < t y xt Fcan n k
F c nceyn pF
U
n .1
 .Hence, 3.47 yields
T 2 t W t dt F c ncM 2ypeyn pF
U
n . .  .H n , p 1 n
 .  .Using 3.42 , and simplifying, we obtain 3.45 also in the case when
1 - p - 2.
 .Using 3.45 and the Lagrange interpolation formula as in the proof of
Theorem 2.3, we get for z not in the interval containing the points x ,k
U y1c yn FnT z F c n e P z D z , .  .  .1 n , p
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 .where D z is the distance of z from the interval. This leads to the lower
bound for points on L . The proof is then complete using Proposition 3.2.n
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